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Tourism in remote Outback areas of Australia has become increasingly homogenous in
terms of products and markets over the last decade and is currently suffering substantial declines in visitor numbers (Carson and Taylor, 2009). As a result, calls have been
Â½un²²bÈ8½Èb8²8O}bµ½8²b½YÈb²µoO8½8Y²YÂO½YbÈbopment in remote Australia. Much of the literature on innovation suggests that one of
the most effective ways to create innovations is by operating as a ‘system of innovation’
É}O}YÈYÂ8FÂµbµµbµVÂFO²u8µ8½µ8Yµ½½Â½µ½b²8O½8YqÂence each other (Carlsson and Stankiewicz, 1991; Edquist, 1997; Iammarino, 2005).
Having strong institutional arrangements that encourage strong networks and clusters is
a key factor in the development of regional systems of innovation (Doloreux and Parto,
2005; Storper, 1995). Remote regions appear to be fundamentally constrained in the
pursuit of networks and clusters by a lack of critical mass, the geographic dispersal and
µ8½no²µV8Y½bY²bµÂ²Obµ8Y²b8²bYbµµ½bu8ubb½É²µ8Y
collaboration (Doloreux and Dionne, 2008; Virkkala, 2006).

How remote areas can still succeed in the marketplace, despite their structural weakbµµbµV ²b8µ 8 Fu §Âbµ½¢ ,}µ ²bµb8²O} Èbµ½u8½bµ É}b½}b² ²b qbÊFb 8proaches to networking and clustering can provide a way for remote regions to overcome their weaknesses. The chapter looks at the case of the Flinders Ranges, a remote
tourism destination in South Australia. It examines the strategies that the region has
used to diversify its tourism market and analyses the different forms of networks and
collaboration that have evolved around these initiatives. The chapter discusses the potential value of ‘institutional thinness’ and argues that a lack of strong ties in networks
8YOÂµ½b²µO8}8Èb8YÈ8½8ubµn²²b½b²buµ¢8ÈuË½}½bµ8YqbÊFb
relationships with other players in the system can encourage multiple initiatives with
Ynnb²b½b½É²Oµ½b8½µ½}8½O8b8Y½8²b½YÈb²µoO8½¢½bYµÂ²½
for all-of-destination networks can, in turn, increase commitment to individual projects
as operators can choose where to participate and do not feel constrained to contribute
to non-priority projects.
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